
Philosophy 4733: Philosophy of Biology             Fall 2009, T/Th 10:30-11:45

Dr. Angela Potochnik                        Office: 255 Murray Hall
angela.potochnik@okstate.edu                                       Office hours: T 2-3, Th 12-1
405-744-2790              (and by appointment)

Course Description

In this course, we will investigate some of the philosophical problems that  arise in contemporary biology, with an 
emphasis on evolutionary theory.  These problems fall into the following four categories.  

(1) EVOLUTIONARY THEORY:  We will begin with a survey of evolutionary theory, starting briefly with the 
Darwinian Revolution and then looking at two divergent  conceptions of contemporary evolutionary theory.  In the 
process, we will see how evolutionary theory accounts for the appearance of design in the living world.  

(2) NATURAL SELECTION:  We will then consider a few ongoing debates about natural selection.  These 
include debates about the targets of natural selection (genes, individuals, or even groups of individuals), the 
related issue of the evolution of altruism, and the importance of natural selection to evolutionary history.  

(3) GENES:  This will lead us to question the role of genes in evolution.  We will reconsider the view that  the 
gene is the target of selection, and we’ll look at the relationship between classical genetics and molecular 
genetics.  

(4) EVOLUTION AND HUMAN LIFE:  In the final section of the course, we will consider the relevance of 
evolutionary theory to human life, with a particular focus on evolutionary psychology and cultural evolution.  

Materials

- The Blind Watchmaker, by Richard Dawkins.    (“BW” on the course schedule)
- Sex and Death, by Kim Sterelny and Paul Griffiths.    (“S+D” on the course schedule)
- Conceptual Issues in Evolutionary Biology, edited by Elliott Sober.    (“CI” on the course schedule)
- Some additional readings will be made available on D2L.   (“D2L” on the course schedule)

Course Goals

A deep understanding of evolutionary theory: in contemporary biology, a working knowledge of evolutionary 
processes is key to asking and answering all manner of questions about  the living world.  The first  goal of this 
course is to arm you with a deep understanding of current theories of how evolution works.  

Familiarity with ongoing theoretical debates about  evolution: after a survey of the basics, this course focuses on 
what is controversial about evolution.  This includes issues about which biologists still disagree, as well as  
disagreements over the implications of evolution for human life.  

Practice with philosophical writing: Our philosophical investigation creates the opportunity to hone your skills of 
critical thinking, argumentation, and writing.  Philosophy has very high standards for good arguments: if you can 
convince a philosopher that your view is reasonable, then you can probably convince anyone!  

Practice with philosophical discussion: The other important  skill in philosophy, besides writing, is discussing.  
Philosophers discuss issues with each other in order to figure out what they think about  them and to try out 
arguments before committing to them.  Working on your comfort and ability to articulate ideas that  you aren’t  yet 
sure about, and to give and receive feedback about such ideas, is another main goal of this course. 
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Course Requirements

Class Participation: Students are encouraged to attend class regularly and participate actively in discussion.  
Verbal discussion and debate are crucial in the field of philosophy.  (Remember Socrates!)  Some class meetings 
will be a lecture format with the opportunity for questions and comments, whereas other class meetings will be 
based on interactive discussion.  Interactive discussions are marked on the schedule with an asterisk (*).  

Exam on Evolutionary Theory: At the end of the first section of the course, there will be an in-class exam on 
contemporary evolutionary theory and competing interpretations of the theory.  This exam is intended to help you 
secure a foundational working knowledge of evolutionary theory, which is essential for our later investigations.  

Readings and Reading Questions: The reading assignments are a substantial component of this course.  Each 
reading should be completed before the class meeting when it  is scheduled to be discussed.  This is important for 
your ability to participate in class, as well as for your understanding of the ideas we encounter in the course.  
There will be three sets of reading questions to complete, one for each section of the course after the exam on 
evolutionary theory.  These questions are designed to help solidify your understanding of the material.  I 
recommend that  you respond to the relevant reading questions as you complete each reading, and then revise 
those responses after we discuss the reading in class.  

Final Paper: In this 5-7 page paper, you will have the opportunity to develop and defend a position on one of the 
main debates we’ve encountered in the course.  I will provide some guidance concerning your paper topic, but 
you will have a great degree of freedom over your topic.  This assignment  comprises three separate parts: an 
abstract, a first draft, and a final draft.  GRADUATE STUDENTS should instead write a 7-9 page final paper.  

Grading

20% Class Participation
20% Exam on Evolutionary Theory
30% Three Sets of Reading Questions
30% Final Paper

Course Policies

Absences: If you miss class, you are responsible for finding out about  what  you missed (including announcements 
I might have made in class).  If you must miss several class meetings, please get  in touch with me to formulate a 
plan for how you will keep up with the course.  Missing many class meetings will lower your participation grade.  

Assignment  submission: Responses to the reading questions and your final paper should be typed and double 
spaced.  A hard copy of each assignment should be brought to the class period when it  is due.  If you must miss 
class when an assignment is due, please put the assignment in my mailbox before that class period.  

Extensions: If circumstances arise that will make it difficult  for you to meet a deadline, please request an 
extension in advance.  You’ll find that  I’m quite accommodating about granting extensions so long as they don’t 
get out of hand.  If an extension is granted, the new due date we agree on is firm.  

Late work: Papers that are turned in late and have not  been granted an extension will be penalized in a manner 
commensurate with the circumstances.  The penalty is typically ⅓ of a letter grade deducted per day late.  

Collaboration: You are encouraged to discuss any and all material with other participants in the course, including 
the reading questions and your papers.  However, your responses to the reading questions and your paper must  be 
completed on your own, and they must  contain your own ideas.  You must cite the sources for all ideas you 
discuss or use that are not your own.  Finally, you may not give or receive aid during the exam.  

Please see the Syllabus Attachment for OSU’s policy on academic integrity; important  deadlines for the semester; 
and resources, including information about the Office of Student Disability Services.  
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Course Schedule                        *Discussion: prepare questions/comments

Tuesday, 18 Aug Introduction: Evolution and Philosophy*
   - S+D, Ch 1: Theory Really Matters: Philosophy of Biology and Social Issues

EVOLUTIONARY THEORY

Thursday, 20 Aug The Darwinian Revolution
   - D2L: excerpt from Darwin’s On the Origin of Species

Tuesday, 25 Aug Contemporary Evolutionary Theory*
   - S+D, Ch 2: The Received View of Evolution
   - D2L: “15 Evolutionary Gems,” Gee, Howlett, and Campbell (optional)

Thursday, 27 Aug Dealing with Design
   - D2L: “Design in the Details: The Origin of Biomolecular Machines,” Michael Behe
   - BW, Ch 1, 2: Explaining the Very Improbable, Good Design

Tuesday, 1 Sep  The Dawkins View*
   - BW, Ch 3: Accumulating Small Change

Thursday, 3 Sep  The Dawkins View*
   - BW, Ch 4: Making Tracks through Animal Space

Tuesday, 8 Sep  The Dawkins View
   - BW, Chs 5, 6: The Power and the Archives, Origins and Miracles 

Thursday, 10 Sep A Different View of Evolution
   - S+D, Ch 11: Adaptation, Ecology, and the Environment

Tuesday, 15 Sep  A Different View of Evolution*
   - S+D, Ch 12: Life on Earth: The Big Picture

Thursday, 17 Sep                 In-Class Exam on Evolutionary Theory

NATURAL SELECTION

Tuesday, 22 Sep  Multiple Levels of Selection*
   - CI, Ch 3: excerpts from Adaptation and Natural Selection, G.C. Williams 

Thursday, 24 Sep The Group Selection Debate
   - CI, Ch 4: “Levels of Selection: An Alternative to Individualism in Biology and Human 
    Sciences,” David Sloan Wilson

Tuesday, 29 Sep  The Group Selection Debate*           (Elliott Sober Visits)
   - S+D, Ch 8: Organisms, Groups, and Superorganisms

Thursday, 1 Oct  Reconsidering Sexual Selection
   - CI, Ch7: “Empathy, Polyandry, and the Myth of the Coy Female,” Sarah Hrdy

Tuesday, 6 Oct   Reconsidering Sexual Selection*
   - D2L: “Reproductive Social Behavior: Cooperative Games to Replace Sexual 
    Selection,” Joan Roughgarden, Meeko Oishi, and Erol Akcay

Thursday, 8 Oct  Critique of Adaptationism
   - CI, Ch 5: “The Spandrels of San Marco and the Panglossian Paradigm,” Stephen J. 
    Gould and Richard Lewontin
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Tuesday, 13 Oct  Defense of Optimization
   - CI, Ch 6: “Optimization Theory in Evolution,” John Maynard Smith 

Thursday, 15 Oct Adaptationism Examined*               First Set of Reading Questions Due
   - S+D, Ch 10: Adaptation, Perfection, Function

GENES

Tuesday, 20 Oct  Reconsidering the Gene’s Eye View
   - S+D, Ch 3: The Gene’s Eye View of Evolution

Thursday, 22 Oct Reconsidering the Gene’s Eye View*
   - S+D, Ch 4: The Organism Strikes Back

Tuesday, 27 Oct  Which Gene?
   - S+D, Ch 6: Mendel and Molecules

Thursday, 29 Oct The Reductionism Debate*
   - CI, Ch 13: “1953 and All That: A Tale of Two Sciences,” Philip Kitcher

Tuesday, 3 Nov  The Reductionism Debate*
   - CI, Ch 14: “Why the Antireductionist Consensus Won’t Survive the Case of Classical 
    Mendelian Genetics,” C. Kenneth Waters

Thursday, 5 Nov The Reductionism Debate*                  Second Set of Reading Questions Due
   - CI, Ch 15: “The Multiple Realizability Argument Against Reductionism,” Elliott Sober

EVOLUTION AND HUMAN LIFE

Tuesday, 10 Nov An Evolutionary Understanding of Human Nature?
   - S+D, Ch 13: From Sociobiology to Evolutionary Psychology

Thursday, 12 Nov Evolutionary Psychology*
   - CI, Ch 9: “Toward Mapping the Evolved Functional Organization of Mind and Brain,” 
    John Tooby and Leda Cosmides

Tuesday, 17 Nov Evolutionary Psychology*
   - CI, Ch 10: “Evolutionary Psychology: A Critique,” David J. Buller

Thursday, 19 Nov Cultural Evolution*           Paper Abstract Due
   - CI, Ch 24: “Does Culture Evolve?”, Joseph Fracchia and Richard C. Lewontin

Tuesday, 24 Nov Cultural Evolution*                     Third Set of Reading Questions Due
   - CI, Ch 25: “Models of Cultural Evolution,” Elliott Sober

Thursday, 26 Nov Thanksgiving

Tuesday, 1 Dec  TBD                             First Draft of Paper Due

Thursday, 3 Dec Wrap-up and Discussion of Paper Drafts                 Paper Comments Due

Tuesday, 8 Dec, 10:00 am                            Final Draft of Paper Due
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